The Lighting Revolution Will Not Be Televised:
Practical LED Design for the Future & Beyond
Presented by: Erik Frykholm

Tuesday, February 8th, 2011
7:00p—8:30p
Maggie’s Café
1186 Western Ave., Albany, NY 12203

Please plan to arrive at 6:30p
For years, professionals in the design community have been promised a lighting revolution through the technology of Light Emitting
Diodes (LED). In recent years, significant advancements in performance and stricter energy codes have made this light source a
viable option on many projects around the world. As with many new technologies, however, there is a great
deal of misinformation about LED’s in lighting and a great deal of un-trust about what designers are actually
getting with this revolutionary light source. The goal of this presentation is to clearly explain the technologies
behind LED light sources and how they operate in a lighting fixture. In addition, attendees will learn how designers can use this technology in appropriate ways today to not only conserve energy, but create impactful
projects that interact with other sustainable technologies. Finally, participants will look at where LED lighting
fixtures are going and how designers can prepare their buildings to incorporate the technology moving in the future. The
course will feature a combination of multimedia presentations
and hands on product for participants to work with.
Cash Bar / Light Fare Menu
• $25 / IES Member
•

$35 / Non-Member

Course Credits
• 1 PDH (NYS Professional Development Hours), 0.1 CEU’s, 1 IES-CEU
• Certificate of completion will be e-mailed to all attendees

If you would like to attend:
Please simply e-mail your Name & IES membership status to:
dscheffer@novusengineering.com
We hope you can join us for this informative discussion. We are confident you’ll find the time well spent.
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